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Public International Law, 60 ECTS
 

Today, international law is everywhere. It seeks to regulate international issues
like armed conflict, diplomatic relations and international trade, but also
reaches deep into the daily governance of states, municipalities, corporations
and individuals.

The current international order faces several challenges. Non-state actors,
multinational corporations and international organisations challenge the
traditional perception of international law as a system that is created by states
and for states. New technologies and the ever increasing economic
globalisation require us to reconsider notions such as national sovereignty and
territorial borders. In recent decades, the perceived progress towards a world
order based on rule of law has been partially reversed.

There is a need for scholars and lawyers to navigate in this new landscape
where public international law is internalised to an increasing extent in
domestic law while previous assumptions about agreement between states may
need to be reconsidered.



A Profile Area of Stockholm University
 

 
 
The Faculty of Law at Stockholm University has since long had a strong
profile in public international law when it comes to research, teaching,
national and international scholarly networking, engagement in the public
debate, and connections with governments and international organisations.
The Faculty of Law includes the Stockholm Centre for International Law and
Justice (SCILJ) which aims at, through the interdisciplinary character, conduct
research in the field, be a link between international law and other legal
systems and create stronger connections between research and practice in the
field. SCILJ organises several events including a lecture series with well
renowned national and international speakers, the Hilding Eek Memorial
Lecture, and in September 2021 SCILJ hosted the annual conference of the
European Society of International Law (ESIL).
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SULaw

The Faculty of Law was
founded in 1907 at what was
then called Stockholm
University College
(Stockholms högskola). The
Faculty was seen as an
alternative to the more closed
academic environments at
the traditional universities.
The Faculty of Law is the
largest law faculty in Sweden,
both in number of reseachers
and students. Virtually all
fields of law are represented.
The Faculty has one single
department, the Department
of Law, or SULaw.
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Structure and Contents of the Programme
 

 
 
The programme in Public International Law encompasses a total of 60 ECTS,
of which 15 ECTS are devoted to a qualified master thesis. Classes in the
LL.M. programme are led by renowned researchers composed of Professors
(LL.D.) of international law of and doctoral candidates specializing in their
respective fields. Intensive training in writing and oral presentation, separate
and in groups, give students an opportunity to train and develop their skills in
this challenging field.

The purpose of the Stockholm University's LL.M. programme in Public
International Law is to offer students the opportunity to acquire the kind of
specialist knowledge and ability for critical thinking that will serve them well
in professional and academic work alike, at both national and international
level, in public as well as private service.

The programme in Public International Law is designed to be flexible and
allow for and encourage specialization. All students take one general
compulsory course of Advanced Course in public international law (15 ECTS).
After introduction, students will choose between two tracks, International
Law and the Individual and International Law and Global Justice.

In International Law and the Individual, students study two 15 ECTS credit
courses Human Rights in a Global Perspective and International Criminal
Law.

In International Law and Global Justice, after having taken the course Human
Rights in a Global Perspective, students take the elective course of 15 ECTS
credits International Law and the Global Economy.

The programme concludes with a master thesis on a selected topic of public
international law. The final master thesis contains, in addition to the thesis
itself, a course in academic writing. Moreover, there is a year-long seminar
running through the programme.
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Programme Directors
 

Prof. Pål Wrange
Director of the Stockholm Center for International Law and Justice and Head
of subject for public international law at the Department of Law, Stockholm
University.

 
Prof. Jarna Petman
Associate professor of International Law, former member of the European
Committee of Social Rights of the Council of Europe, and currently one of the
Commissioners of the International Commission of Jurists, based in Geneva.

 
Prof. Mark Klamberg
Professor in international law. Course director of international law and
international criminal law, socio-legal and empirical legal methods at
Stockholm University, chief editor of the book ‘Commentary on the Law of
the ICC’.
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Applying for our LL.M.s

Eligibility
Besides proving their English
proficiency, applicants must hold an
LL.B. or equivalent undergraduate
degree with a minimum of 180 ECTS in
law. Applicants on the last year of such
a degree can also apply. Each LL.M. also
has a specific academic entry
requirement. Please see our web page
for more specific information.
 
Application
Our only application round is open
between mid-October and mid-January
every year. 
 
Applications must be submitted
through the national Swedish
application web site University
Admissions where students must
document their eligibility for the chosen
programme, and upload all the

documents required for the selection
process.
 
Supporting documents
In their applications, students are
required to upload the following :
• Copy of diploma + transcript
• Proof of English proficiency
• Statement of purpose
• Two letters of recommendation
• CV
 
Selection
Eligible applicants are selected on the
basis of a weighted assessment of
grades from earlier legal studies,
relevant extra-curricular/professional
experiences, one personal statement
and two letters of recommendation.
Typically, grades from legal studies and
extra-curricular/professional
experiences carry most weight.
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What our students say
 
While our LLM in Public International Law is a new programme which runs
for the first time in the academic year 2021-2022, several of the courses
included in the programme have all been running at SULaw for several years.
These highly popular courses are offered to Swedish students as electives on
the Swedish law programme, and are also available to foreign exchange
students from SULaw's partner universities.
 
"The course was intensive and tested my time management and organizational
skills. It was extremely rewarding and looking back; I am very proud of all I
have accomplished over the three month period. As there was only a limited
number of students enrolled in the course, and participation at each lecture/
seminar was mandatory, it was not long before we all became well-acquainted
and got to know one another. The group assignments allowed me to work
with students from Australia and Sweden, which provided a different
perspective/outlook towards the law – especially a civil law perspective that
contrasts with our common law system in New Zealand. Through this, I have
made a number of lifelong friends who anticipate getting together and
pursuing our Master’s degrees in the near future. One of the most memorable
parts of the course was the guest lectures by the renowned International
Criminal Court Judge Christine van den Wyngaert who provided an insight
into her profession and a few words of wisdom for us aspiring lawyers."
 
(Simran, an exchange student from New Zealand, took the course
"International Criminal Law" in the autumn 2020)
 
 
"The course had quite an impact on me. After my return to Germany I
decided to focus on ICL in the further course of my studies and later began to
work for Prof. Werle at Humboldt University in Berlin. I recently completed
my dissertation on reproductive violence and international criminal law,
which will be published this spring. The teaching was inspiring, particularly by
way of the moot court, it was certainly one of the best experiences of my
studies."
 
(Tanja, an exchange student from Germany recently contacted Prof.
Klamberg, after taking that same course in the autumn 2012)
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instagram.com/su_juridicum

youtube.com/Stockholmsuniv

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ll-m-programmes-at-
stockholm-university-238567109/

Contact Information

Office of International Affairs

 
 
Postal address
Stockholm University
Department of Law
Office of International Affairs
SE-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden
 
Visiting Address
Universitetsvägen 10C,
Campus Frescati, Stockholm
 
http://www.jurinst.su.se/english
 
Tel +46 8 16 20 00
Switchboard
 
For general enquiries
master@juridicum.su.se
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